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LEVEL: Intermediate
TOPIC: Crossing and finishing

FIRST COACHING POINT - SPACIAL AWARENESS 
Our aim here is to create a 1v1 in the middle for our 
striker to attack crosses. Can that attacker communicate 
their plans to the crosser about where they’re going. We 
should show them how to check to the defender to create 
a space, we can also show them how to use a dummy 
run to confuse a defender.

FIRST COACHING POINT - TECHNIQUE 
Sharp accurate passes to feet in a small area - played 
to back foot. Long pass should be driven and should 
not hit any of the other players on it’s way

SECOND COACHING POINT - TIMING 
The short passes should only be made when the 
receiver is set - we do not want a receiver to lose 
control in tight areas. The longer pass should be made 
when the receiving player is on the move, with space in 
front of them and when there is a gap to get it there


FIRST COACHING POINT - READING THE CUES 
As the attack moves towards the goal we ask our 
channel players to stay wide and open to the ball and 
also to the space in front of them. As the ball is played 
out to either channel this is the cue for the two players in 
the middle to attack for a potential cross. Ideally we want 
one going hard to the near post, the second attacker 
should be going around the back of the defender 
towards the back post.


 


COACHING SUMMARY 
Try to find instances in the game to freeze the play 
when your coaching points are relevant. Keep your 
freeze short and concise - try to find opportunities 
when your team makes a cross but nobody is there to 
score a goal. Some examples:


1) A cross comes in but is easily defended

2) A central player take a wild shot and misses the 

goal 

3) Two players go to the same area of the goal when a 

cross comes in


2 x 18x18 Yard grids - side by side - Divide players in to groups of three or four with a ball. The whole team goes in to either of the grids and 
send one player to the opposite grid. The objective is for the players in the same grid to connect short passes to feet - once they have made 
five passes they then look to find the player in the opposite side with a longer pass - this longer pass should be to space. To progress this, 
we ask the whole team to follow the ball to the opposite side as well, except one player who stays and becomes the next long pass.


Make it easier - make the area smaller

Make it harder - ask that the short passes be completed with 2/3 touches per player

24x24 yard grid with a six yard channel either side - one goal at the attacking end - end zone for the defender to try and get to if they reclaim 
the ball -  4v1 with a goalkeeper. One attacker is assigned to each channel - one server who starts the play, can join in, but cannot enter the 
penalty box. Goals can only be scored directly from crosses.

 

Make it easier - Allow serving attacker to enter the box

Make it harder - Allow serving attacker only two touches


24x24 yard grid with a six yard channel on either side (only the attacking team can enter the channel) - one small goal at the attacking end, 
end zone for the defenders to try and dribble to. 4v2 but one of the attacking players must be in each of the channels at all times. 

 

Make it easier - Add an attacker

Make it harder - Add a defender


Small-sided game, we suggest 5v5 but try to keep all players engaged. We suggest no goalkeepers and the use of small goals to encourage 
accuracy. In order to create plenty of coaching moments we suggest setting your formations to match a real game, for example: 1-3-1. We 
always advise that you should allow time for players to enjoy the scrimmage without any conditions. 


Make it real -  
1) Assign positions 
2) Set a formation 
3) Help players understand their role 


